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Paving the Way for Decades of Innovation
It was 1986 when Dick Batdorf & Shannon Bronson
open the doors of the first specialty coffee roaster in
Olympia at 513 Capitol Way. In 1988, Larry and Cherie
Challain opened Dancing Goats Espresso Company, a
coffeehouse on 4th Ave in downtown Olympia, featuring
Batdorf & Bronson® coffees.
A few years later, according to Dancing Goats’ director
of business strategy Becci Ryder, the two already
beloved Olympia institutions merged, “paving the way
for decades of innovation in the quest to create great
coffee.” The two companies were to be inextricably
linked throughout the following decades.
The name “Dancing Goats” comes from a lone goatherd
named Kaldi in the remote highlands of 9th century
Abyssinia, now Ethiopia. Kaldi noticed his goats were
full of energy, dancing and prancing, after eating a small
red fruit from a nearby shrub. Not wishing to be left
out of the fun, he tried the cherries and soon he was
dancing too. According to legend, Kaldi and his goats had
discovered coffee.

Soon B&B coffees were served in cafes and fine
restaurants around the country, and the business rapidly
expanded and locally they augmented their retail space
by moving the roasting operations to a neighboring 5,000
square foot roastery. In the 1990s, Batdorf & Bronson
built a new roastery capable of accommodating a larger
production operation and houses a tasting room where
the public could sample coffees from each of the major
growing regions and learn about coffee.
“Something else to mention is our coffee is always
roasted to order,” Ryder said.
Since the 1990’s they have offered customers a 25-cent
discount on beverages if they bring their own cup. They
track the cups they save by offering the discount and
are working hard to increase it. “Post Covid, it has been
challenging to get people back in the habit so we will
continue to encourage it,” Ryder said.
The company’s customer base is “anyone who loves
quality coffee” — people of all ages and backgrounds
love their coffee, as Dancing Goats is committed to being
accessible to all.
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Coffee Customer Loyalty
As for customer loyalty, Ryder says, “Loyalty is extremely
important to our business. We offer a wide variety of coffees
for our customers to choose from. Our staff is trained to
educate curious customers on each coffee so they can
guide them to what suits them best. Our Tasting Room was
the first of its kind, designed to offer an intimate behindthe-scenes look at roasting while also sampling our coffee.
We have everything you need to be a home brewing expert.”
And finally, just this year, Batdorf & Bronson became Dancing
Goats Coffee in a company rebrand, and the company
became an honoree of the Distinguished Leader Award by
Leadership Thurston County.
Community involvement has always been their way to grow
their customer base. And they have always taken pride in
helping community partners anyway they can. to date in
2022, they have served coffee at events to more than 20
thousand people.
Dancing Goats customers can find the same coffee at their
retail stores, on their website, and at hundreds of wholesale
partners nationwide.
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